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6

Abstract7

In preliminary studies, we have determined that there is a high adhesion and usefulness with8

the use of virtual spaces (TLVE) in Anatomy students as a teaching resource which is9

supplemental to practical assignments (PA) of the subject. The population on which studies10

have been conducted showed an important heterogeneity regarding the social-economic11

characteristics of participants.Purpose: To assess the impact of the social-economic factor of12

students in the parameters of use, adhesion and performance in the virtual space, with13

specification of the teaching techniques used.14

15

Index terms— anatomy. teaching. social-economic factor. teaching and learning virtual space.16

1 Introduction17

he social-economic heterogeneity of our university population causes the contents taught by teachers not to be18
homogeneously received and internalized by students, beyond the subjectivity of each student and his cognitive19
structure. Such heterogeneity is shown in several aspects that have an impact on students´ quality of learning,20
such as whether they are near the university, the time of transport to such university, possibility of full access to21
bibliography for study, time, quality of hours and space for study and understanding of the topics, among many22
other factors of the same importance.23

Our Medicine School is located in the downtown of the capital city, with multiple means of transport for access24
(subway, buses) and it is free of charge. In order to pay for their studies, many students need to perform working25
activities, some of them for a few hours and days, but others have an important number of daily working hours,26
and this continuous solution to develop their university course of studies has an impact on the solidity of the27
significant learning that such students are able to develop.28

Working activities which are simultaneous to the days students attend school cause attendance to academic29
classes to be reduced to another space in the student´s timetable, with similarities to the experience of their30
working structures.31

The physical space for attendance, learning, discussion on the topics learned and opening of new scenarios32
for search of other information or reflection in an environment of social exchange among peers or with tutors in33
person is diluted.34

In addition to this social and economic context that characterizes most of our students, the social impact35
of the Web in the late 90´s has transformed the connection means and the way of access to information by36
students 6,10,12 . In addition to accessibility to the information, information and communication technologies37
(ICT) provide multiple tools and possibilities to manipulate and produce information that have had an impact38
on education and teaching strategies, and teaching and learning environments (TLVE) have been generated39
8,9,13 . In preliminary studies conducted by our research group of the Teaching and Educational Sciences40
Laboratory, we have found that there is a high adhesion and usefulness with the use of TLVEs in Anatomy41
students was a teaching resource which is supplemental to practical assignments (PA) of the subject and with42
special characteristics regarding the different rotations of such subject. However, we have found some indicators43
that the use, usefulness and performance in the TLVE might be related to socialeconomic characteristics of44
receptors.45
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6 RESULTS

2 II.46

3 Purpose47

The purpose of this research work has been to evaluate the impact of the social-economic factor of undergraduate48
university students on the parameters of use, subjective adhesion, management of contents and performance in49
the virtual space, with specification of the teaching strategies implemented in the activities used.50

4 III.51

5 Materials and Methods52

An observational, retrospective and transversal study was performed on the implementation of a TLVE designed53
with the platform Moodle® that was implemented as an instructional resource which is supplemental to practical54
assignments with cadaveric materials and to theoretical classes taught by teachers of the Chair.55

The impact of the working factor has been studied, as the most important social-economic factor in this group,56
which, due to its intrinsic characteristics, might have an influence on the use, subjective adherence, management57
of contents of the virtual space, and also directly on the performance obtained in the activities of the virtual58
space as well as the results of the programmatic test of the subject.59

The parameters of use analyzed were related to characteristics of quantity, time and moment of inclusion or60
logging, as well as technological means and way of access to the TLVE. In the case of management of contents,61
both administrative and academic, the focus was placed on characteristics of the teaching-learning process, and62
the average of times that activities were performed, the necessary times to pass them, the percentage of times63
(attempts) passed and failed and the percentage of students that repeatedly failed 2 or more times the same64
activity was analyzed.65

Subjective adherence has been assessed according to the satisfaction of users with inter-space communication66
and qualitative analysis of materials and their teaching strategies. Finally, the performance obtained in the TLVE67
has been analyzed according to the number and type of passed activities (specifying the number that have been68
passed with the optimum score or 100%) and failed.69

The population of users was formed by 309 students from 3 divisions of year 2012 pertaining to the study70
of Anatomy of the 3 rd Anatomy Chair of the Medicine School of the University of Buenos Aires who fully71
performed all the above-mentioned activities in their different formats. Those students who had not performed72
all the activities (due to the fact that they had lost their condition of attending students or to failure to adhere73
to this teaching resource) were excluded from this research. Population characteristics of the sample are shown74
in Table ??.75

The results have been submitted to tests of descriptive statistic (average, minimum, maximum) and inferential76
(correlation r and r 2 ) and figures were performed by means of the use of Microsoft Excel® 2007 for Windows.77
This research work has been performed in accordance with applicable ethical guidelines and norms (requirements78
of Good Clinical Practices -GCP-, regulatory provisions and adherence to ethical principles arising from the79
Declaration of Helsinski).80

IV.81

6 Results82

In the assessed parameters of use, 48.77% of students who performed working activities had 4-5 times a week83
loggings in the virtual space, average of weekly loggings higher than the one recorded for students without84
working activities (3 times/week). When the number of loggings per day was assessed, in the group with working85
activities it was recorded that 48.77% did so 2-3 times a day on average; in the other group, prevalence was lower86
(1 time/day or less). The time of logging in the virtual space, in such students with working activities, it was87
found that it was done between 24 and 72 hours after the pertinent PA; the group without working activities88
recorded nearer loggings (the same day of the PA and up to 24 hours later). [Figure1]. The average time of stay89
logged was significantly shorter in students with working activities (20-40 minutes); the time of higher frequency90
of loggings in those students with working activities was at night and early morning (33.99%; 28.08%) with91
prevalence of loggings during weekdays followed by weekends (38.42%; 36.45%); in the group without working92
activities it was unspecific, and the time of logging was very heterogeneous [Fig. 2]. The type of connectivity93
prevailing in the virtual space in the group of students with working activities was both mobile as non-mobile94
(55.67%) in contrast with most of the students in the other group that referred non-mobile connection (41.51%)95
and associated with the place and instrument for logging. Connection from public access and working space from96
desktop computers was highlighted in the group with working activities [Fig. 3].97

All the parameters of subjective adherence to the virtual space had a positive response of satisfaction higher98
than 70%. Some parameters were recorded with significant differences among groups: the usefulness of the99
teacher-student exchange by virtual means was 20.95% lower in students with working activities, as well as100
correlations and images cases for a better management of the cadaveric preparation was 24.67% and 16.36%101
lower in this group with working activities [Fig. ??]. This group showed 15.11% more acceptance than exercises102
and attached materials were useful to complete rotation PA [Fig. 5].103
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Regarding management of the contents, we have determined that the group with working activities had a higher104
number of performances of activities and a higher number of times used for passing activities, this difference was105
higher in the case of clinical-surgical activities [Fig. 6]. This group with working activities had, on average, a106
lower number of attempts passed, but a higher percentage of students who repeatedly failed 2 or more times the107
same activity [Fig. 7]. In both groups, it was found that clinical-surgical cases had higher percentages of failed108
attempts with a higher number of students who failed 2 or more times the same activities.109

When performance in activities of the virtual space was assessed, we found that the group with working110
activities had a lower percentage of passed PA and PA passed with 100% correct answers compared to the group111
without working activities. We highlight that clinical-surgical cases had a higher percentage of fails in the group112
with working activities, whereas in the group without working activities, clinical-image cases did so [Fig. 8]. The113
group of students with working activities recorded a higher percentage of failed PA, but it was highlighted that114
the percentage of approved assignments with 100% of correct answers was equivalent in both groups [Fig. 9].115

By correlation figure, we have found that working hours were proportional to the use of TLVE with respect to116
the number per week (r2=0.78) and per day (r2=0.75) of loggings [Fig. 10]; the average time of stay logged in was117
directly proportional to the result obtained in the activities of clinical-surgical cases in the group with working118
activities (r2=0.75) [Fig. 11]. The number of working hours per week of students was inversely proportional to119
the number of students with 2 or more fails in the same activity [Fig. 12].120

V.121

7 Discussion122

Currently, medical sciences schools are facing a changing social context where the scientific and technological123
development, the speed at which new knowledge is generated, globalization of such knowledge, as well as the124
fast caducity and replacement by new knowledge have characterized the latest 20 years. Information and125
communication technologies have been included and positioned as a teaching resource at all levels of the teaching126
of medicine, becoming adapted to curricular requirements and objectives of teachers due to the multiple (maybe127
infinite) tools they provide 6,8,9,10 . Furthermore, the profile and the characteristics of students have also128
changed, demanding teachers to be dynamic in their teaching strategies with the focus on achieving their goals129
as efficiently as possible 7,13,15,19 .130

In previous researches, we have determined the high adhesion of students to the use of TLVE as an instructional131
resource supplemental to the teaching and learning process of the Human Anatomy subject at the university132
level for the Medicine course of studies. This high adhesion was kept in the 3 areas forming the subject (motor,133
splanchnology and neuro-anatomy) 1,3,17 and it had an impact on subjective adhesion by students to the subject134
by means of the sustained use of the technological resource. We have found benefits related with the time of135
study of the subject 11 , as well as different performances related with teaching strategies of activities 4,16 and136
of the topographic area to which they belonged 2,5,17 . Such specificities that associated performance with137
teaching strategies and topographic areas have been interpreted with an origin in the intrinsic factor of the study138
purpose (approaching the study of the relationships of the kidney is different from the study of brain association139
fibers, as well as studying the biomechanics of a joint is very different from studying the anatomic relationships140
of the trachea by means of magnetic resonance images). These differences are investigated by our work team141
for the purpose of developing activities based on efficient teaching strategies in accordance with the study topic,142
evaluating the impact on the cognitive structure of receptors and its impact on learning and performance. As at143
this date, the advantages obtained by means of the use of virtual spaces as a teaching resource or the abilities144
that they generate in university students have not been consistently assessed, despite the fact that there are145
theories based on hypotheses of cognitive neuroscience applied to learning.146

Students with working activities have had particular characteristics regarding study styles. In 2011, we found147
a higher consumption of psychoactive substances in this group (also in students who were retaking the subject)148
for the purpose of increasing studying hours, a conduct aimed at compensating the demands for time that are149
reduced in this group, but which leads to important consequences for the health and type of learning 14 . In a150
study published in 2012, we described how working students used mobile TLVE (mTLVE) with more prevalence151
and recorded more loggings and logging time in the system 18 , facts that we ratify in this research and which152
might also be related to the demand of time of study, which is not generated in an enriched environment for153
it. The prevalence of students with working activities has a sustained increase at our School and, although the154
special characteristics of this group are various, the current social reality obliges us teachers to design ways of155
access and communication of the information which generate factors for learning and the generation of abilities156
in students, whether by a direct means or by an alternative means, without wasting these spaces, which are also157
exchange and learning places.158

8 VI.159

9 Conclusions160

In the analyzed cohort of university students, those with working activities shown specificities in the parameters of161
use, adherence and performance that were associated with the teaching strategy of the activities and the number162
of working hours. It is necessary to increase the size of the sample and it is also necessary for teachers to design163
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activities focused on this group, in accordance with the social-economic reality and the dynamical characteristics164
of the undergraduate university population.165

10 Tables and Figures166
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